


Decentralization and self-custody
are what cryptocurrencies are all about but…

90% of transactions today are made in Centralized Exchanges 

Prone to Censorship
KYC
Custodial
Vulnerable to hacks

 Liquidity inside crypto is scattered across many di�erent blockchains

“Wrapped” tokens risks
Bridge centralization
User blockchain choice 
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Monthly decentralized exchange volume divided by centralized
 exchange volume (as a percentage). Includes largest exchanges

with trustworthy reporting of exchange volume metrics.
Source: COINGECKO
Update: May 16, 2022



Our inspiration
THORChain

Continuous Liquidity Pools

Blockchain integration

Battle-tested

MIT license

Instant finality

Rewards for 
Liquidity providers

Built-in Tendermint:
world-class consensus



In the same way that Bitcoin changed how we think about money and 
Ethereum is changing the way we do financial services, Maya Protocol aims 
to help change the way we exchange cryptocurrencies.

In the hands of the community. Protected by code. Open to exchange.

Founded in April 2021

What is Maya?



The future is multichain...

Maya allows trading between di�erent blockchains: 

Without custody of the assets. 
Without any centralized intermediaries.
Without KYC processes.



What makes Maya so special?

$CACAO Liquidity Nodes Security Nodes Aztec Chain

Our settlement token,
the currency 

for our ecosystem.

Obtaining 
superpowered capital 
e�ciency for our LPs.

Exporting security to other 
Application-Specific-

Blockchains.

A new ecosystem for 
$CACAO, 

Smart-Contract enabled.

Stable Pools

A model for 
stabilizing liquidity 

pools with USc.



$CACAO: A non-inflationary token that will be shared through a Liquidity
Auction. Fair Launch models have historically proven to be win-win.

Bonding: Maya works with LP units instead of only $CACAO. Our nodes’ capital
e�ciency is 2x better.

Route optimization: User Interfaces that already work with THORChain can
increase decentralization and dependability.

Aztec: A smart-contract enabled blockchain. Our improved version of Terra.

Key di�erentiators



We are in the lead

Maya

None

CEXes x CEXs DEXs

Cross-chain
exchanges

No custody

Wallets

User register

IL Protection



Technology

Built with
Cosmos SDK

Proof of 
Bond (PoB) 

Secured by 
independent nodes

Backwards 
compatibility



Global blockchain map



$MAYA & $AZTEC 
Distribution

Maya Protocol’s investors hold $MAYA and 
$AZTEC tokens.

These tokens capture 10% of all the fees 
generated by the protocols which include all 
swaps in all pools.

They grant no governance rights. 
These tokens are the same tokens that the 
Maya team will own, including our 
collaborators, developers and advisors.

80% DEV FUND
10% EARLY NODES
10% RUNE OWNERS

MAYA FUND

DEV FUND

LPs & Nodes

Maya Fund

30% INVESTORS

25% OPERATIONS
20% CO-FOUNDERS

(LOCKED)

10% ADVISORS
10% DEVELOPERS



Our protocol has been in development for 16 months and we are in the final 
stages of code development, ready to start the auditing processes. We expect 
our launch date to be Q3.

Maya is raising USD $2.4M - at a $40M valuation -  for 60,000 $MAYA and 
60,000 $AZTEC tokens. These resources will be used to grow the development 
team, ahead of the maintenance needed to support a live chain and to increase 
our marketing efforts, to bootstrap our launch and future adoption.

 Status of the project



The team advisors. 5-7 years of
experience in crypto

on-chain developers 

on marketing and 
communications

graphic designers

    people actively 
working in the
advancement 
of Maya: 



Marketing & Comms.

Excellent response from the community.

2K followers

1.2K Members

     Fully developed Whitepaper

PARTNERSHIPS
THORChain, Nine Realms, Thorstarter, Thorguards, RuneBase, MOCA

https://linktr.ee/mayaprotocol


Roadmap

01 02 03 04

JUL-AGO
Audits

AGO
Bug Bounties

AGO-SEP 
Liquidity Auction 

(Launch)

SEP-OCT
Aztec Launch



The future is multichain,
Maya is the bridge 

We believe our ecosystem can thrive by attracting loads of liquidity and by 
friendly-forking other chains and projects.

Learn more here

Do not hesitate to ask us any questions that you may have!

https://linktr.ee/mayaprotocol


mayaprotocol.com
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